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The standard book, fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as with ease as various additional sorts of
books are readily easy to use here.
As this billionaire obsession mine for now, it ends up visceral one of the favored books billionaire
obsession mine for now collections that we have. This is why you remain in the best website to look the
unbelievable book to have.

The Billionaire's Salvation Jan S. Scott 2013-09 Billionaire Max Hamilton thought he was finally
starting to find contentment, more than two years after losing his wife Mia in a tragic drowning
accident. He'd been reunited with a sister he hadn't realized existed. Finally he had family again, a
reprieve from the pain and loneliness that had haunted him since his devastating loss. Yeah...he was as
happy as a man could be, considering he had lost the other half of his soul and most of his heart when
fate had torn his wife away from him. Or so he believed...until the day he rescued a mysterious woman
in the park, a female who somehow had managed to reignite a part of him that he thought was long
dead... Suddenly, Max's protective, dominant, possessive male instincts flare to life, leaving him at a
loss as to how lightning could possibly strike twice in one lifetime. Is he truly being given another
chance at real happiness, or would it be dangled in front of him, only to be taken away once again? Find
out by reading The Billionaire's Salvation, Book 3 in The New York Times Bestselling series, The
Billionaire's Obsession. This is a complete contemporary erotic romance novel with no cliffhangers!
The Billionaire's Game Jan S. Scott 2014-01-26 His professional football career over due to a tragic
accident, billionaire Kade Harrison takes on the task of solving a mystery for his brother-in-law and
friend, Max Hamilton. Without his former career to fill every minute of the day, Kade's looking for
something to challenge him--now that he's lost the career that had meant everything to him. But what
starts out as a simple favor soon becomes a whole lot more than he bargained for when the woman he's
seeking slips away from him every time he gets close to finding her. When Kade does finally corner her,
things start to get even more complicated. Asha Paritala is nothing like he expected, and the female he
had tracked down as a favor for Max soon becomes a woman he wants for his very own, a woman who
makes protective and highly predatory instincts he didn't know he had flare to life inside him. Kade
soon discovers that he wants Asha's total surrender to the desire and passion that vibrates intensely
between the two of them, but he also wants her trust, the one thing Asha's history makes it difficult for
her to give. Can Kade convince her that some things are worth risking it all? Caught between two
worlds, Asha Paritala is homeless, broke and damaged from a life of abuse and neglect. Born of an
American mother and an Indian immigrant father, Asha was raised as an Indian woman by a foster
family after the death of her natural parents when she was little more than a baby. She's spent her
entire life under the control of others until finally breaking free two years earlier, and she's determined
to keep her freedom, even if it means she has to struggle to survive. But when she meets Kade
Harrison, her resolve is tested. After Kade helps her through a bad situation, she finds herself
beginning to trust Kade as she's never trusted a man before. Kade is everything she always thought a
man should be, but can she lose herself in him completely when she knows she's damaged and
confused.
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Billionaire Unexpected Jax J S Scott 2021-03 I never expected the man I saw as nothing but a
billionaire player to be the only person who could rescue me from near insanity.One moment,
everything was perfect. I was finally Dr. Harlow Lewis, research geoscientist, and I was actually
employed at Montgomery Mining Laboratories, the crème de la crème of labs for my specialty. I also
had good friends, a supportive parent, and a budding relationship with a great guy. Add all of those
things together and it was impossible for my existence to be anything less than ideal. I had exactly the
life I'd always wanted, until it...wasn't. I guess I never realized that brief periods of perfection could
instantly be followed by a nine day, horrific hostage situation that would forever change the woman I'd
been before that incident. Oddly, after my release, the only person who knew that I was struggling to
get my life back was Jaxton Montgomery, my billionaire boss, and the king of one-nighters . Not exactly
the perfect confidante, right? The two of us barely spoke unless it was company business, especially
after I'd turned down a date with him two years earlier. What rational female would want to have dinner
with a man who was known for his one-and-done dating behavior? Maybe Jax wasn't the guy I would
have chosen to be the person who would drag me out of the darkness and back into life again, but he
was the only one stubborn enough to do it. He systematically broke down all of defenses until I reached
out and clung to him like he was the only lifeline I had. It wasn't until I got to know him that I realized
that Jax was so much more than the playboy he was portrayed to be in the gossip columns. He was
patient, he didn't judge, and he had a wicked sense of humor. Even stranger, he understood what I was
going through, even when I didn't understand it myself. Unfortunately, he was also the hottest guy I'd
ever met, and as our bizarre friends-but-not-really-friends relationship continued, it was getting harder
and harder to fight the intense chemistry between the two of us. What happens when a guy you
thoroughly disliked just a few months ago suddenly becomes your everything? Jax had helped me claw
my way back into my life, but was I brave enough to risk everything all over again to keep the one man
I'd always wanted but could never have?
The Billionaire's Obsession Barbi Cox 2021-01-26 JackThe smokin' hot blonde with luscious curves that
just moved into my yacht club has a sassy mouth full of complaints. A sexy mouth that I can't stand but
I'd love to fill it with something else for her to choke on.She owes me and I need a favor. A fake fiancee
if only for just one hour, but this fakery is more than we both bargained for...CharlotteMy new landlord
is an A-hole, one that I absolutely cannot stand! But he's incredibly attractive, and my body doesn't
seem to care what I think.He needs a fake fiancee when his ex shows up, and lucky for the A-hole, I
don't have plans tonight. Faking it with him is sexy, fun, and addictive. His hot best friend with the
older daddy vibe? Now that's what I call friends with benefits!A whole new adventure begins with this
deliciously forbidden romance filled with emotion, heat, and page-turning passion. One that is slightly
twisted and a whole lot satisfying, and of course a happily ever after!
Billionaire Obsession (Silver Spoons Inc. 2) Stormy Glenn [Siren Publishing: The Stormy Glenn
ManLove Collection: Erotic Romance, Alternative, Contemporary, Romantic Suspense, MM, HEA]
Everyone makes mistakes, but mine might lose me the best thing that ever happened to me. I loved
Benji with all my heart, but I was afraid of what everyone would say if they found out I was gay, so I did
the stupidest thing I could have done and I left, breaking Benji's heart in the process. Now, I'm back
and I'm hoping Benji loves me enough to let me prove to him that I'm here to stay. Finding Benji was
the easy part. Convincing him to give me another chance was much harder. Saving him from whoever
was trying to destroy his life might take a miracle. I'm nothing if not determined, but before I can have
the man I love, I have to make his world safe, and I'm just the billionaire to do it. Stormy Glenn is a
Siren-exclusive author.
Enamored J. S. Scott 2020-04 Like his brothers and sisters, Seth Sinclair went from blue-collar to
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billionaire overnight, and he's decided to invest in what he knows best: construction. There's only one
thing in his way -- the endangered birds nesting on a piece of prime beachfront real estate. And fighting
for the birds is Riley Montgomery, a stubborn, pain-in-the-ass, drop-dead-gorgeous environmental
lawyer. The worst part? Seth will do anything to keep her around -- even if it means hiring her to be his
fake girlfriend.
The Billionaire's Secrets J. S. Scott 2017-11-07 A Wall Street Journal bestselling series. Former rock
star Xander Sinclair may be out of rehab, but he's not out of the woods. Still haunted by his parents'
murders, he has secluded himself in his Amesport mansion and dodges any attempted contact from his
two brothers. Struggling not to fall into relapse, he believes he's battling his demons alone. That is,
until Samantha arrives to work as his live-in housekeeper. Effortlessly charming and cheerful and
wickedly sexy, she challenges Xander to abandon his isolation. The two embark on a fiery relationship-one that could change them both forever. Just when Xander is on the verge of reclaiming his life, he
discovers that Samantha has been hiding things from him...things that could shatter the fragile future
they've begun to build together. For Xander, escaping the past is no longer an option. It's time to face
it--even when some secrets seem too heavy for the heart to bear.
The Billionaire's Obsession: J. S. Scott 2013-12 Down on her luck, nursing student and full-time waitress
Kara Foster gets a massive blow to her already desperate financial situation that will surely find her
living on the streets. Needing nothing less than a miracle to save her, Kara gets rescue from an
unknown, unlikely and overwhelming source. Billionaire Simon Hudson makes her an offer that is
impossible to refuse, but terrifying to accept from a man that she's never met. Will the handsome, alpha
billionaire really be a solution to her problems, or will he end up being a major complication and a
danger to her emotional sanity? Reclusive billionaire Simon Hudson would rather be behind a computer
creating computer games than rubbing elbows with the elite and he knows exactly what he wants...until
he meets Kara Foster. Something about Kara touches Simon in ways he's never experienced and
definitely doesn't like. For over a year, Simon watches over Kara, but stubbornly refuses to admit his
desire to possess her, not even to himself. But when she ends up in a situation that could very well be
her destruction, Simon steps up to help her, not realizing that in saving Kara, he might very well be
salvaging his own soul. The Billionaire's Obsession Series: The Billionaire's Obsession - Simon Heart Of
The Billionaire - Sam The Billionaire's Salvation - Max The Billionaire's Game - Kade Billionaire Undone
- Travis Billionaire Unmasked - Jason Billionaire Untamed - Tate Billionaire Unbound - Chloe Billionaire
Undaunted - Zane Billionaire Unknown - Blake Billionaire Unveiled - Marcus Billionaire Unloved - Jett
Billionaire Unchallenged - Carter
Mine for Tonight J. S. Scott 2012-09-24 Down on her luck, nursing student and full-time waitress Kara
Foster gets a massive blow to her already desperate financial situation that will surely find her living on
the streets. Needing nothing less than a miracle to save her, Kara gets rescue from an unknown,
unlikely and overwhelming source. Billionaire Simon Hudson makes her an offer that is impossible to
refuse, but terrifying to accept from a man that she's never met. Will the handsome, alpha billionaire
really be a solution to her problems, or will he end up being a major complication and a danger to her
emotional sanity? Reclusive billionaire Simon Hudson would rather be behind a computer creating
computer games than rubbing elbows with the elite and he knows exactly what he wants...until he
meets Kara Foster. Something about Kara touches Simon in ways he's never experienced and definitely
doesn't like. For over a year, Simon watches over Kara, but stubbornly refuses to admit his desire to
possess her, not even to himself. But when she ends up in a situation that could very well be her
destruction, Simon steps up to help her, not realizing that in saving Kara, he might very well be
salvaging his own soul.
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Rory's Mate Book Two: The Vampire Coalition J. S. Scott 2012-05-02 Callie Marks never knew that
when she had caught the bouquet at her best friend’s wedding…she would also meet her destiny in the
same place. Rory Hale was the nicest, sweetest man she had ever met. He was also the most
unattainable. Gorgeous, rich and smart, Rory would never be interested in her. He wouldn’t go for a
plump, boring woman that was a chef and suffered from the rejections of her past. Who wanted a
foundling that had never even known who her parents were? Little did she know…he was very
interested. Unfortunately, he was also a vampire who was ruled by destiny in the mating department.
His mate would not be his choice. Rory Hale had liked Callie Marks since he had met her at his
brother’s wedding. Although he couldn’t feel desire for anyone except his true mate, he and Callie had a
connection. They became cautious friends and he wished he could offer her more. Underneath his
confident exterior, Rory had his own insecurities, but Callie seemed to think he was special. His heart
said yes…but his body was unresponsive.
Billionaire Unloved J. S. Scott 2018-02-21 Ruby: my name is Ruby Kent, and I'm homeless, a virgin, and
terrified when I'm kidnapped by human traffickers and put up for sale on the auction block. I'm for sale
to the highest bidder, and I have no idea what my future will be, but I know it's not going to be good.
I'm waiting for a chance to escape, and that opportunity finally comes after I'm bought and paid for.
Unfortunately, I have no idea that Jett Lawson has been sent to rescue me, not hurt me, and even after
we're both injured during my desperate attempt to run away, he still wants to take care of me. Problem
is, I have no idea how to trust anyone, or let anybody help me. I've always been alone. It's safer that
way.
Billionaire Undaunted J. S. Scott 2016-06-03 Billionaire's Obsession book 9
Tell Me I'm Yours J S Scott 2021-06-14 Is there more to the spoiled, entitled, British billionaire manwhore than what I see on the surface? I really want to hate Dylan Lancaster. He hurt my best friend,
and nearly destroyed her relationship with his identical twin brother. So, I decide that someone needs
to rein him in so he doesn't try to demolish the couple completely before their wedding takes place.
Unfortunately, the only woman who would try to take on that impossible task is...me. It's only six weeks,
right? Surely I can tolerate the womanizing, obnoxious jerk and keep him out of trouble so that no more
of his scandals hit the media before his brother's wedding. I'm a public relations crisis manager.
Squashing bad press is what I do, and I do it extremely well for my high profile clients. What I don't
count on is actually starting to like the glimpses of the real Dylan I begin to see underneath all of his
cynicism. Nor did I ever imagine that I'd become so attracted to him that I could barely breathe every
time he gets close to me. Dylan is a man who has suffered profound emotional pain. I can sense it. I can
feel it. The question is: Can I possibly reach the real Dylan Lancaster before it's too late?
Kosher Jesus Shmuel Boteach 2012 Jesus of Nazareth is the most famous Jew who ever lived, yet
remains profoundly alienated from his own people. At best he is viewed as the founder of a new religion
which for millennia was hostile to Judaism. At worst he is seen as the source of world anti-Semitism,
with the charge that the Jews were responsible for his death being the impetus for the murder of
countless Jews throughout the ages. But the historical Jesus is also foreign to most Christians who are
oblivious to the life he lived as a Jew, his real mission in ancient Judea, the source of most of his
celebrated teachings, and his firm attachment to his people. Shmuley Boteach offers us a view of Jesus,
based on Jewish and Christian sources, that will serve as a bridge between two faith communities.
Obsession Mine (Tormentor Mine #2) Anna Zaires 2017-11-14
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Billionaire Undone J. S. Scott 2014-05-11 After four years of working for "the billionaire boss from
hell" Ally Caldwell thinks she finally has her life on the right track. Her fiance is out of dental school,
ready to go to work at a thriving practice, and it would finally be her turn to go back and finish her
college degree. Unfortunately, her carefully planned future crumbles when she finds out that her fiance,
the man she'd nearly killed herself to help get through school, has been cheating on her. With her
wedding looming in the near future, Ally's blindsided, realizing she'd never even knew the man she'd
been planning to marry. Suddenly, her carefully organized life is turned upside down, and not one
single thing is turning out the way it was supposed to happen. Even her boss, Travis the Tyrant, is
beginning to act differently, throwing Ally into an even more confused and chaotic state of mind. Travis,
the one man who she'd always counted on to be a jerk, was now the guy who actually steps up to try
and help her straighten her life out again. Unfortunately, she doesn't much care for his highhanded
arrogance or his methods of "helping." Ally wants to hate Travis. It makes her life so much simpler to
fight with him than to admit to the combustible chemistry growing between the two of them. But as she
begins to see more and more of the real Travis beneath his dark facade, she can't seem to resist the
dangerous lure of their unlikely attraction. Billionaire Travis Harrison does everything he possibly can
to repair the Harrison name after a scandal nearly destroyed his family years ago. He makes sure he
keeps himself and his actions in check, his emotions buried under a thick layer of ice. Only his secretary
and assistant, Alison Caldwell, makes him come close to losing his carefully constructed image. The
obstinate female keeps shoving him closer and closer to the edge of sanity every single day. But when
he finds out about her fiance's betrayal, his protective instincts roar to life inside him, making him want
to ensure she's never hurt again. The only problem is...Ally doesn't want his help, and the infuriating
woman does everything she can to push him away, even as the two of them are swept into an
undeniable passion that neither of them can possibly ignore. Before long, Travis finds himself in
ruthless pursuit of something much more important and elusive than just a business deal. Can these two
very different, very stubborn people actually be meant to be together? Find out if Travis and Ally can let
down their defenses and surrender to a love so powerful it will rock them to the depths of their souls in
Billionaire Undone, Book Five of The Billionaire's Obsession series. 18+ only
Psycho Billionaire: A Dark Romance Kashmira Kamat 2019-10 Kiara Reeves is a down-on-her-luck
waitress struggling to make ends meet. After a particularly boring night, she is pushed into a situation
that could scar her for life, or worse, end up with her deceased body in a dumpster somewhere. That is,
until a handsome knight in shining armor, Jasper Lockhart saves her from this horrific fate. With his
intense blue eyes, dark hair, and seductive aura, it doesn't take long for Kiara to fall for her savior. As
their relationship slowly progresses, Kiara finds that the mysterious billionaire may be more than what
she bargained for. As his calm and cool facade slowly peels off, she soon learns that Jasper Lockhart's
true self may be more than what meets the eye . . .
Billionaire Unmasked Jan S. Scott 2014-08-21 Includes One night with a billionaire: Billionaire
unmasked, the prequel.
Billionaire Unknown Jan S. Scott 2017-01-19 When Harper's sister goes missing, she approaches an old
flame for help--wondering if she might still harbor feelings for him--but finds herself falling for his twin
brother instead.
Tormentor Mine (Tormentor Mine #1) Anna Zaires 2017-03-28 "Darkly addictive and hauntingly
beautiful, Peter and Sara's story will stay with you long after you read the final words." —Julia Sykes,
USA Today bestselling author He came to me in the night, a cruel, darkly handsome stranger from the
most dangerous corners of Russia. He tormented me and destroyed me, ripping apart my world in his
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quest for vengeance. Now he's back, but he’s no longer after my secrets. The man who stars in my
nightmares wants me.
The Billionaire's Claim Nadia Lee 2018-06-13 Elizabeth Pryce-Reed. An angel. A virgin. My first love.
She was my life until she betrayed me ten years ago. So I built an empire and came after her, intent on
vengeance. Instead of giving me the nasty fight I expected, she gazed at me with tragedy in her
eyes...then made an unexpected, gut-wrenching move that left me reeling...and vanished. Elizabeth
might've cut me out of her life, but I haven't cut her out of mine. Nothing's over until I say it's over.
Note: The epic conclusion to Elizabeth Pryce-Reed & Dominic King's romance, which started in The
Billionaire's Claim: Obsession. "Nadia Lee keeps the stakes high and the sex hot as Dominic and
Elizabeth work for their beautiful happily ever after!" - Selena Laurence, USA Today Bestselling Author
Obsession Ann Mayburn 2016-09-20 Hannah All my life, I’ve only wanted one thing: someone to love
me and someone who will let me love them in return. This seems like a simple request, but I was born to
parents who wished I had died of childhood leukemia, instead of my younger sister, and who have
ignored me no matter how much I’ve tried to please them. I’m starved for affection, addicted to the
feeling when someone cares about me, which has led to a love life filled with either boys I’ve scared off,
or men all too eager to take advantage of me. I thought I would never find a man who could feed my
craving for constant attention—and then I met Leo. He fills the void inside of me, haunts my dreams,
and does things to me in bed that are so good, they’re probably illegal. I can only pray I don’t scare him
off once he figures out just how needy I really am. Leo There are very few people in this world I’ve ever
been able to form an emotional attachment to, but the moment I saw Hannah, I knew she was mine. We
were bound together by fate, our paths crossing first as children, then as adults, each time marking me.
She doesn’t know it but I’ve been watching her for a year now, studying her, stacking the deck so when
I do make my move, there’s no way she’ll ever escape me. But my world is a harsh, cruel place, and the
cartel I work for demands absolute loyalty and trust…a loyalty Hannah has yet to earn in the dangerous
eyes of my employers. There is only one way to ensure Hannah’s absolute devotion, and I hope that she
doesn’t hate me forever when she finds out that not only have I brainwashed her into loving me, but
that I don’t feel an ounce of guilt about doing it. She’s mine, only mine, and I’m keeping her forever.
Warning: This story features a rough and demanding Dom who’s completely devoted to bringing his
baby girl pleasure through such unconventional means as spanking, mild BDSM, D/S, roleplaying, and
various other forms of wicked kinkery.
Only Mine Susan Mallery 2011 While screening eligible bachelors for a romance reality competition
being filmed in Fool's Gold, Dakota Hendrix is drawn to Finn Anderssen, a sexy stranger who, arriving
in town with a chip on his shoulder, will do anything to keep his twin brothers off the show. (romance).
Simultaneous.
Tell Me You're Mine J S Scott 2020-12 A chance encounter between a secretive billionaire and a plussize PR expert could be the perfect solution to both their problems - or a delicious scandal in the making
- in New York Times best-selling author J. S. Scott's new British Billionaires series....I am the type of
woman who always plays it safe. In my professional life as a public relations "fixer", and in my personal
life, especially when it comes to the opposite sex. Really, who needs the wild highs and the I-want-todie-because-he-left-me lows of a relationship? At least, that's what I thought...until I met him. Damian
No-Last-Name-Given is sexy as sin, and I'd developed some kind of weird, instant attraction to him the
moment he settled his chiseled body next to mine on a flight from London to Los Angeles. His sexy
British accent did crazy things to my previously dormant female hormones, which had eventually led me
to do the most impulsive thing I'd ever done in my entire life. I kissed him while everyone else in
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business class was sleeping. Or had he kissed me? All I knew was that we were both very willing
participants, and that panty-melting embrace had rocked my entire world while it was happening.
Unfortunately, that moment of spontaneity would haunt me once I found out Mr. British Hottie's true
identity. He'd held his last name back for a reason. Oh no, I couldn't make some once-in-a-lifetime
misstep with an ordinary businessman. When I screwed up, it had to be one for the record books, and it
had to happen with one of the most powerful men in the world. And, oh yeah, he also absolutely had to
be the biggest man-whore on the planet. Once I knew the truth, I could have easily convinced myself
that the kiss wasn't all that earthshattering - if Damian Lancaster hadn't boldly swaggered into my
office the very next day to apologize, and to make me a business offer I couldn't possibly refuse....
Goodbye sanity; hello madness.
Well Received J. S. Scott 2019-01-29
Tormentor Mine: The Complete Series Anna Zaires 2020-12-08 Get all four FULL-LENGTH novels in
the Tormentor Mine series and save OVER 55% with this LIMITED-TIME box set! These incredible
savings won't be available for long, so take advantage of this deal while you can. A lethal mercenary
bent on vengeance. The innocent woman standing in his way. Dr. Sara Cobakis's quiet suburban life is
turned upside down when a darkly handsome Russian assassin breaks into her home and tortures her
for information. But the nightmare doesn't end there. Because Peter Sokolov returns, and this time, he's
determined to keep the pretty young doctor for himself. No matter what it takes. Don't miss this
twisted, intensely addictive dark romance that readers can't stop obsessing over.
The Billionaire's Claim Nadia Lee 2018-04-24 Dominic Elizabeth Pryce-Reed. An angel. A virgin. My first
love. I fell for her hard and fast ten years ago...and paid the price on a night of shattering betrayal. So I
built a billion-dollar empire out of vengeance... And now I'm coming for her. Elizabeth Dominic King. A
maverick. A self-made billionaire. My soul mate. Ten years ago, he shredded my heart, even as he
vowed he'd take what matters most to me. I know he's coming, and I welcome it. I need closure for what
happened that night. But the more time I spend with him, the more I wonder... Can I ever move on...'
Note: This is the first book in The Billionaire's Claim duet.
Billionaire Unwed Zeke J S Scott 2021-01-10 You met Lia and Zeke in Billionaire Unloved, Jett and
Ruby's book. Now you can find out what happened to them. Did Lia really end up marrying the wrong
guy? Although this story is part of The Billionaire's Obsession series, it can be easily be enjoyed as a
standalone friends to lovers billionaire romance. Lia: I thought I had my life all worked out. My wedding
had been meticulously planned. All I had to do was walk down the aisle and get married to the man I'd
been engaged to for over a year. Pretty easy and uncomplicated, right? Unfortunately, all of my well laid
plans go up in smoke when my fiancé leaves me at the church alone because he found a woman who
was better suited for his snobby world of wealth and privilege. After realizing what kind of man my
intended groom really was, it was hard not to be more relieved that I'd dodged a bullet than I was
heartbroken. Problem is, I still need to get married. All of my hopes and dreams are dependent on me
tying the knot by my twenty-eighth birthday, and that date is closing in fast. Way too quickly for me to
fall in love all over again. As usual, my best friend Zeke Conner is there to pick up the pieces after I'm
left at the altar by a jerk. He helps me work through the demoralizing event so I can put it behind me
and move on. I'm stunned when he offers to marry me himself, but it's a bargain I can't really refuse. As
my relationship starts to change with my best friend, I find myself caught in a web of sensual desire and
unending passion that's as terrifying as it is satisfying. Probably because it seems all too real. Our
arrangement was supposed to be temporary. A deal between friends that Zeke swore would benefit both
of us, but as our marriage starts to feel like so much more than just a charade for me, what will happen
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when it all ends? This book was originally published under the title "Temporary Groom" as a part of the
now-discontinued Left at The Altar Series. It's been completely re-written with added chapters and
material, and retitled Billionaire Unwed as part of The Billionaire's Obsession series.
Escorting the Billionaire Leigh James 2017-11-15 Love don’t cost a thing… except everything. When
billionaire mogul James Preston hires an escort as a date for his brother’s wedding, he knows he’s
taking a risk. One thing he won’t be taking? The escort’s clothes off. He just wants a date—not a
girlfriend. Not a relationship. No strings. No ties. No games. No sex. He has his reasons. He lost
someone he loved, and isn’t interested in trying again. Too many opportunities for mistakes or worse,
heartbreak. Audrey Reynolds became a high-end escort to keep her brother in his expensive group
home. James Preston is the client of her dreams—he’s offering to pay her more money for two weeks
than she’s ever made before. But James is... difficult. He’s gorgeous, troubled and all too human for
Audrey's business-like tastes. Determined to complete her assignment and collect the money, Audrey
tries to play by James’s rules. But before she knows what's happening, he's rewriting the contract.
When Audrey ends up in James’s bed, he realizes that she’s everything he’s wanted… and everything
he’s been running from.
Heart Of The Billionaire J. L. Ryan 2018-12-19 Curvy girl Sierra Ford regrets that she agreed to
impersonate her best friend on a blind date. The only guys she's ever met on blind dates were
unemployed leeches living in their parents' basements. The minute she arrives at the restaurant to meet
her mystery man, she wants to leave but knows her friend will kill her if she does. When she sees her
date for the first time, she almost passes out. She recognizes him as billionaire A.J. Trager. Why would
he need to find a girlfriend on a blind date? Beautiful women throw themselves at him 24 hours a day.
He can have anyone he wants. As their date progresses, Sierra and A.J. seem to be hitting it off, but he
almost seems too interested in her. Is he really attracted to this plus-size "plain Jane," or is he hiding a
scandalous secret from his past that could rock her to the core? Buy Now!
The Billionaire's Obsession J. S. Scott (Romance fiction writer) 2013-04 Collects four novellas
previously issued in the Billionaire's obsession series.
Mine To Keep Cynthia Eden 2013-09-16 New York Times and USA Today best-selling author Cynthia
Eden continues her dark and sexy “Mine” romantic suspense series with…MINE TO KEEP. Love is the
most dangerous obsession… Skye Sullivan is trying to put the pieces of her life back together. She
survived a brutal stalker and escaped his abduction, and now she is looking to the future—a future that
includes Skye’s lover, billionaire Trace Weston. Skye thinks the danger is finally over for her. She’s
dead wrong. When Trace’s past comes back to haunt him, Skye discovers that the man she loves isn’t
quite who he seems to be. Trace has been leading a double-life. An ex-special forces agent, his military
training turned him into the perfect killing machine. He made more than his share of enemies during
his time in the military—and as he built his security empire—and one of those enemies is striking back.
He won’t lose her. Skye is the one weapon that can be used against Trace—his only vulnerability. But he
won’t let her go—he can’t. Trace will do anything necessary to protect Skye. Anything. Yet when she
discovers the secrets that he’s tried to keep hidden, Skye’s pain and rage may send her running directly
into the cross-hairs of a killer… Author's Note: MINE TO KEEP is a sexy romantic suspense novel. It
contains graphic violence, lots of strong language, and hot adult situations. Please consider yourself
warned. Other Books In Cynthia Eden's "Mine" Series: MINE TO TAKE - Book One MINE TO KEEP Book Two MINE TO HOLD - Book Three MINE TO CRAVE - Book Four MINE TO HAVE - Book Five
Heart of the Billionaire J. S. Scott 2013-04 Heart Of The Billionaire (The Billionaire's Obsession Sam)
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GENRE: Adult Contemporary Steamy Romance Author Note: This novel is the complete story of Sam
and Maddie, but reading The Billionaire's Obsession - The Complete Collection (Simon and Kara's story)
first is highly recommended to enhance your reading pleasure. Sam and Maddie are here! Billionaire
Sam Hudson has pretty much lived his life with no apologies because he tries never to do anything that
he's sorry about...except for what he had done in the past to Dr. Madeline Reynolds. Many years and
regrets later, Sam meets up with Maddie again by chance; his brother Simon is marrying Maddie's best
friend and the two of them are forced to be civil. But Sam wants to be more than polite, and he wants
another chance to make things right, so he offers Maddie a bold proposition, an offer he knows she'll
have a very hard time declining even though she hates him. Dr. Madeline Reynolds adores her best
friend Kara and her fiancé Simon, but being forced into the company of Sam Hudson, because they are
both in Simon and Kara's wedding, is pure torture. She's hated Sam for years, but when he offers her a
bargain, something near and dear to her heart, she's torn between her dislike for the man and the offer
of something she's always desperately wanted. Once, Sam Hudson nearly destroyed her, but Maddie
discovers that sometimes things aren't always what they appear to be. Is Sam really a devious
heartbreaker, or is there something more to him beneath the surface? Can two people with so many
years of hurt between them learn to trust each other again? Please note: This is a steamy romance and
not appropriate for YA readers. The book contains steamy love scenes, language and situations not
appropriate for YA readers.
Billionaire Unattainable Mason Jan S. Scott 2019-07-29 Plus size model Laura desperately wants to have
a baby, but when billionaire Mason Lawson offers to be the father, Laura is surprised to find herself
both questioning his motives and considering his offer.
Beauty and the BOSS R S Elliot 2019-06-14 I'm working for a man I can't stand. Actually, Luke Thorpe
is more like a machine. His irresistible body appears to be made of steel. And he's invincible. Luke's
work ethic has made him a powerful billionaire. But he's also... uptight and mean. Everyone I know is
scared of him. Everyone except for me. I step back when I find myself falling for him. After going
through a terrible ordeal, he's the last person I should be with. I need stability... a commitment. His
eyes say that he wants me. And I'm tempted to believe them. Am I about to make the biggest mistake of
my life?
Billionaire Undercover Jan S. Scott 2020-06-30 One geology intern who desperately needs to be
rescued from a hostage situation. One billionaire who has the capability to save her life. Two people
who are inexplicably drawn to each other even though they have almost nothing in common. Taylor: Just
when I thought I was destined to die in a foreign country after being kidnapped while doing a geological
exploration, a mysterious rescuer shows up just in time to save my life. Unfortunately, my liberator also
happens to be the co-CEO of Montgomery Mining, my employer, and a billionaire with an attitude. At
first glance, Hudson Montgomery seems like the quintessential gorgeous billionaire with plenty of
money to burn, and no concern for anyone but himself. The arrogant billionaire I could handle, but I
wasn't quite so sure how to deal with the amazing guy I discovered once I looked past the superficial
exterior. The one who stayed by my side as I recovered mentally and physically from the trauma of
being a hostage. There was so much more to Hudson than just billions of dollars, a prestigious last
name and a very handsome face. When the white-hot chemistry between the two of us finally explodes,
do I trust the man I've come to know, or do I accept that Hudson Montgomery is the same guy the rest
of the world sees?
Forever Mine (Tormentor Mine #4) Anna Zaires 2019-04-16 I fought against fate, and I won. I made a
deal with the devil to keep her. It was supposed to be over. We were meant to be happy. Too bad my
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enemies had other plans. Note: This is the conclusion of Peter & Sara’s story. It is strongly
recommended that you read Twist Me and Capture Me trilogies before embarking on this book, as there
will be major spoilers for those series.
Billionaire Unveiled J. S. Scott 1917-07-25 Billionaire UnveiledThe Billionaire's Obsession ~ Marcus
Ruthless Surrender Zoe Blake 2021-06-18 An Enemies to Lovers Romance I know her darkest secret
and am just ruthless enough to use it against her. Whether she likes it or not, I’m the only one who can
help her, but I do nothing for free. My price is her complete surrender. She can hate me all she wants,
as long as she pays with her body. And if she tries to run? That will just cost her more. Dark, sexy and
hot! Three words to sum up this book. If you love alpha men definitely a must read. - Sweet & Spicy
Reads Previously published as Fight Me.
The Complete Swanson Court Trilogy: A Contemporary Romance Box-Set Serena Grey 2020-02-02
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